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FRENCH HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM

FRENCH PUBLIC HEALTH INSURANCE = sécurité sociale
It’s the state body responsible for reimbursing part of the healthcare costs.

Mandatory for all residents in France.
Reimbursement rates : from 15% to 80%.

Each beneficiary receives a unique social security number (Ex: 1 92 06 99
352 432 19) and a social security card called « carte vitale », to be
presented to all healthcare professionals you consult.
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CVEC « contribution vie étudiante et de campus
The CVEC is a fund known as the Student and Campus Life Contribution.
Paying the CVEC is a compulsory step.
You may pay a fixed amount of €90 for the CVEC, as is required of you, on
the CROUS (Centre régional des œuvres universitaires et scolaires)
website : messervices.etudiant.gouv.fr
Then you obtain a CVEC attestation (like a proof of payment) at the end
of the process.
That you uploaded in your online enrollment form.
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Case 1 : Students in the french higher education in 2017-2018
All students already registred in the french higher education in 2017-2018
academic year still covered by their old social security provider (ex :
LMDE, SMEREP, SMENO) untill end of 2019.
You don’t need to do anything except make sure that in your personal
space online (ex : ameli.fr, mysmerep) your personal and bank account
informations are updated.
And you keep the same social security number and carte vitale.

You need to pay the CVEC like the new students.
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Case 2 : European union citizen, first year in the FRENCH higher education
You need an european health insurance card, valid for the whole duration
of your studies in France.

You shall advance the medical expenses and then ask a refund to your
home healthcare provider.

For your information : as the French healthcare system, the medical
expenses are not 100 % refunded.
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Case 3 : French students first year in the higher education
As a French citizen, if your parents are affiliated to the Sécurité Sociale, you
don’t need to apply, you just have to create your personnal space on ameli.fr

In case of trouble, please contact your CPAM center.
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Case 4 : International students, first year in the French higher education
Once you get the CVEC attestation, go to https://etudiant-etranger.ameli.fr/#/ and
follow the procedure.
You will need to upload it +
1. Your passport
2. Your visa or resident permit
3. Your birth certificate
4. Your enrollment certificate
5. Bank details of your French bank account (=RIB)

At the end of the process, you will get your social security number and an access to
your ameli personal space online.
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To do list :
PUT YOUR FULL NAME ON YOUR MAILBOX OF YOUR
DORMITORY ! You will receive a lot of documents by post.
Now that you have your ameli personal space :
You will receive a letter from the Sécurité Sociale with a form to complete in order to
get your carte vitale : You will have to stick your ID photo, fill in and sign the form,
add a copy of your passport and send it back to them. Then you’ll receive it by post,
You also need to declare your attending doctor (« médecin traitant » in french)
It can be the doctor of the school or an other doctor, the form “déclaration de
médecin traitant” need to be completed by you and the doctor and sent by post,
Keep updated your personnal account online ameli.fr
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EXTRA HEALTH
INSURANCE AND
LIABILITY INSURANCE

Extra health insurance = “mutuelle”
It’s a private insurance, not compulsory but recommended in order to be covered
at 100 % in case of hospitalisation, consultations, medical routine and more.
The two student mutuelle providers are LMDE and SMEREP, you can suscribe a
mutuelle on their website.
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Liability insurance = “assurance responsabilité civile”
The liability insurance is compulsory, it covers you in case of accident.
It can be included in a extra health insurance (mutuelle), in an housing
insurance, in a car insurance or you can buy it alone (around 20€/year).
If you didn’t upload a valid liability insurance certificate on the enrollment form
then you need to give it to your BASIX referent (Ariane for master students)
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Thank you for your attention

IMMIGRATION
PROCESS

Immigration process with the OFII (french bureau of
immigration and integration)
Your Basix referent will send your OFII form to the OFII.
You will receive a first lettre called « accusé de récéption » that means they well
received your file.
Then you will receive your « convocation », you’re supposed to be summoned
there during the first 3 months after arrival in France in order to validate your
visa as your french resident permit.
As soon as you have the convocation you need to see your BASIX referent in
order to prepare the appointment (know how to get there, how to buy the 60€
stamp, which documents you need to take with you, etc)
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Resident permit renewal
Contact your BASIX referent at the latest 2 months before expiration of your
resident permit (VLS TS visa or « carte de séjour »),
Your BASIX referent book you the appointment with sous-péfecture of Palaiseau,
help you to constitute the file and check it before the appointment.
You’ll need your passport, birth certificate, accomodation proof, enrollment
certificate, transcript + « attestation d’assiduité », proof of income 615€/month.
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